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Please feel free 
to ask any question

Questions



Agenda
 Importing of aircraft into EU (EASA MS)
 Supplemental Type Certificates (STCs) and approvals
 AMOCs to an AD

Validations of FAA STCs and AMOCs approvals



When importing an aircraft, certain things 
have to be demonstrated/provided, including:
 Airworthiness statement (e.g. Export CofA)
 Historical records, including modifications, repairs 

and AMOCs

Importing of aircraft into EU (EASA MS)



When an aircraft is imported into MS, all 
modifications must be Part-21 approved

 Commonly, aircraft imported have STCs that 
are not EASA approved, therefore, need 
validation if they remain installed (approval)

 Currently, no automatic approval of STCs

Importing of aircraft into EU (EASA MS)



 Pre-purchasing activity is very important
 It can avoid high cost later, especially 

regarding modifications such as STCs
 Owner/CAMO/CAO has to ensure and 

demonstrate compliance with EASA IRs
 That includes demonstrating Part-21 approval 

for modifications (e.g. STCs) and repairs
 Caution! – AR is a sample check!

Importing of aircraft into EU (EASA MS)



 If an FAA STC is installed in an imported 
aircraft, the STC must be EASA approved, 
otherwise:
 Not possible to register/issue CofA, or
 Remove the installed STC and bring the 

aircraft to an accepted configuration
 Note: removing an STC is de-modification and 

requires a change approval

Importing of aircraft into EU (EASA MS)



 FAA STCs on imported aircraft can be for the 
aircraft listed on the STC or “field approved” 
by FAA Form 337

Importing of aircraft into EU (EASA MS)



 FAA Form 337

Importing of aircraft into EU (EASA MS)

STCs on FAA Form 337 are not 
automatically approved at import (TIP 3.3.6)



 The possibilities for FAA STCs approval:
1. Grandfathered – installed in MS aircraft before 

28 September 2003
2. Validation by STC holder through TIP process
3. Validation by EASA administrative process – it 

has limitations

 The alternative is to certify the change as 
“new change” by a DOA under the EASA rules
CAUTION - This is not reverse engineering!

Validations of FAA STCs



BASA – TIP & MAG

BASA is between EU and USA TIP/MAG is between EASA and FAA

Executive 
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Annexes
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Detail guidance 
to be used for 
the processes 
covered by the 
Annexes



BASA – TIP & MAG

BASA is between EU and USA TIP/MAG is between EASA and FAA
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CAUTION!
Only for regulated entities within 
the US and EU which the FAA and 

EASA have jurisdiction 



 EASA administrative process for validation of 
FAA STCs
 STCs classified as Basic (latest TIP 3.5.3)
 only for single serial number aircraft 
 not transferrable to or amendable with 

another serial number
 applied for by the CAMO or the aircraft 

owner/operator

Validations of FAA STCs



 Cases for administrative validation process:
 the US STC Holder of an FAA Basic STC is unwilling, 

or 
 unable (orphaned STC) to apply for EASA validation

 The document is needed attesting the FAA STC 
Holder refusal to pursue EASA validation as well 
as his statement of “no objection for EASA 
validation”

Validations of FAA STCs



The following limitations also apply:
 The FAA STCs must be classified as basic (TIP 3.5.3.1)

 Only for the following aircraft and installed 
engines:
 Aircraft ≤ 5 700 kg MTOW
 (Powered) Sailplanes
 Balloon
 Airship

Validations of FAA STCs

Small Rotorcraft (i.e. Part 
27 aircraft with MTOW ≤ 
3 175 Kg and limited to 4 
seats, including pilot)
and Very Light Rotorcraft



 The applicant must be registered in an EASA MS
 This process is only applicable to FAA STC holders 

located in the US
 STCs that involve changes that impact the aircraft’s 

noise characteristics are excluded from this simplified 
process

 High-performance aircraft and commuters are excluded
 External installations STCs applicable to VLR or Small 

Rotorcraft are excluded

Validations of FAA STCs



 Applicant’s declaration on the application 
form: I declare that I shall fulfil the 
obligations of Part 21, Point 21.A.118A

Validations of FAA STCs



 Application FO.CERT.00134 and information 
about the process: https://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/application-

forms/focert00134

 The applicable fee is currently set at 2 
working hours per application (EUR 494)

 FAQ: https://www.easa.europa.eu/the-agency/faqs/general-aviation#category-validation-of-faa-stcs-classified-

as-basic-and-limited-to-one-serial-number

Validations of FAA STCs

https://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/application-forms/focert00134
https://www.easa.europa.eu/the-agency/faqs/general-aviation#category-validation-of-faa-stcs-classified-as-basic-and-limited-to-one-serial-number


 AMOC to an Airworthiness Directive (AD) is 
an Alternative Method of Compliance

 AMOC is a different way that is not 
specified in an AD and can be used after an 
approval

 AMOC need to be EASA approved or 
automatically approved by the TIP

AMOC to an AD



 FAA approved AMOCs for U.S. SoD products are 
automatically EASA-approved provided:
 EASA has adopted the related FAA AD, or EASA 

issued an AD with no deviations from the FAA AD; 
and

 The AMOC approval holder is the design approval 
holder of the product, or the design change, or the 
article or part, as applicable, to which that AD 
applies

AMOC to an AD



 FAA approved AMOCs for U.S. SoD products are 
automatically EASA-approved provided:

Note - EASA interpretation of the TIP text was amended by a letter to NAAs dated 27.04.2020

AMOC to an AD

IMPORTAN!
Only applicable to design holder 
located in the US territories



 Please note, an STC may affect an AD
 Validation of an STC does not automatically 

approve an AMOC
 Approval is needed for the STC and another 

approval for the AMOC
 Superseded AD needs a new AMOC approval
 AMOC for revised AD is still valid as a revision 

of an AD cannot introduce more stringent 
requirements.

AMOC to an AD



Thank you for your attention
Hvala za vašo pozornost

Kakšno vprašanje?


